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Collects Ms. Marvel (2014) #12-19, S.H.I.E.L.D. (2014) #2 and material from Amazing Spider-Man (2014) #7-8. Kamala Khan may not be allowed to go to the school Valentine’s
Day dance, but Ms. Marvel will crash it — in an attempt to capture Asgard’s most annoying trickster, Loki! And when a mysterious, and really cute, family friend comes to town,
Ms. Marvel must deal with…a crush! Then, it’s the moment you demanded as Ms. Marvel meets her idol: Carol Danvers and Kamala Khan battle side-by-side! The Marvel
Universe’s last days have arrived, but Ms. Marvel has no time for silly things like Armageddon — she’s got to rescue her brother and keep her city from falling into chaos. When
the world is about to end, do you still keep fighting? Kamala knows the answer. Let’s do this, Jersey City.
Captain Marvel’s time as an astronomical Avenger has pitted her against some of the worst the galaxy has to offer. But now, the Haffensye Consortium has finally caught up to
Carol and Tic! Carol was barely able to survive the last time she squared off against the Haffensye — will she be so lucky again? And when bloodthirsty space pirates attack, will
Captain Marvel find herself in way over her head? Place your bets! Then, Carol is drawn into THE BLACK VORTEX, but as she faces the cosmically powered Iceman and Groot,
the Vortex’s power may prove too strong for Earth’s Mightiest Hero! And as the dust settles, Carol sets her sights on Earth, preparing for a homecoming an entire year in the
making! Unfortunately, time is running out for the Avengers — and the end is nigh! Collecting CAPTAIN MARVEL (2014) #12-15.
Collecting Ms. Marvel (2006) #18-34 and Annual #1. The adventures of Carol Danvers continue! Ms. Marvel drafts two new recruits from the Avengers Initiative: Machine Man
and Sleepwalker! And when the young hero Araña is kidnapped, it’s time for Carol to use her newly expanded Lightning Strike Force to squash an evil that hits too close to home!
Then, when the Skrull Secret Invasion is revealed, is Ms. Marvel on the front lines — or part of the infiltration herself? Outgunned and on the run, with S.H.I.E.L.D. convinced
she’s a Skrull impostor, Carol must fight for her identity and her life against her very own squad — but they have a Ms. Marvel of their own! Plus: Carol faces a death in the
family, fights to rebuild after the Skrull ordeal and has a run-in with the ever-Amazing Spider-Man!
The questions plaguing Captain America's dreams and memories have been answered in the most brutal way possible. And in the wake of this brutality, General Lukin makes his
first all-out assault - tearing open old wounds and threatening to make new scars that will never heal! Plus, the mystery of the Winter Soldier heats up as Captain America must
fight a ghost from his past. Collects Captain America (2004) #8-14.
Collects Captain America: Sam Wilson (2015) #7-24, Captain America (2017) #25, Generations: Sam Wilson Captain America & Steve Rogers Captain America (2017) #1. Sam
Wilson flies high in the red, white and blue! The events of AVENGERS: STANDOFF will reunite the current Captain America with two former shield-slingers: Steve Rogers and
Bucky Barnes! When the dust settles, will there be two Captains America? Sam is struggling to find his place in a country he seeks to represent, and a second superhuman Civil
War won’t make that any easier! Threats mount, including the Americops and Flag-Smasher — but the greatest enemy of all might be one of Sam’s staunchest allies! Mighty
Knight, Rage and the new Falcon join the fight — but will Hydra’s Secret Empire clip Cap’s wings for good? Plus: In an intergenerational adventure, Sam and Steve fight side by
side during World War II!
Eighty years ago, as the free world was threatened by fascism, a Super Hero was created to boost morale, offering a symbol of hope. Created by master storytellers Joe Simon
and Jack Kirby, Captain America wore the colors of the bold red, white, and blue of the American flag. This deluxe volume explores Captain America's adventures decade by
decade as he is reinvented in the 1960s by Kirby himself and Stan Lee to become a modern symbol of justice. With vintage art from the Marvel vaults and profiles of the creators
behind the icon, this special tribute presents a unique guide to one of Marvel's most enduring heroes.
Collects Magnificent Ms. Marvel (2019) #7-12. Kamala Khan really needs a break - but things don’t work like that for Ms. Marvel! Kamala’s road trip with Zoe and Nakia gets
derailed by literal corporate zombies! The villainous Monopoly has set his sights on our magnificent hero - and his new recruits Discord and Lockdown are more than happy to
deliver Ms. Marvel on a silver platter! And when disaster strikes Kamala’s family, she and Bruno are drawn closer together than ever before. Are these two best friends about to
become something more? Or will Kamala’s duties as Ms. Marvel come between them? Plus: Doctor Strange’s skills are needed while Kamala tries to stop Mister Hyde’s
rampage through Jersey City. With her new suit, she may just have the power needed - but does it come with a terrible cost?
Collects Captain Marvel (2019) #12-17. Captain Marvel takes on the Avengers — to the death! Carol Danvers has fought alien hordes. Rescued the X-Men. Punched Thanos in
the face. Literally saved the world! But now she faces her greatest challenge: kill her fellow Avengers! And she has 24 hours to do it! But why?! As the nightmare becomes reality
and Earth’s Mightiest Heroes begin to fall one by one, what does this mean for Carol — and for the world? When the mastermind behind Carol’s deadly transformation is
revealed, she must finally reconcile her human and alien sides — or lose them both. But as a plan begins to form, will the power of the Avengers be enough to save the world? It’s
a shocking new direction for Captain Marvel — and life on Earth will never be the same!
Collects tales of Steve Rogers, a.k.a. Captain America, as he uses his super strength and special shield to battle tyranny and uphold American ideals.
Earth's Mightiest Metamorph! Look out world, Kamala Khan is officially an Avenger! But will it be everything she imagined? Or is life as a celebrity harder than she thought?
Saving the world is important, but Jersey City still needs its protector too: A development company using Ms. Marvel's face has more in mind for gentrification than just real
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estate. Can Kamala take down the evil suits destroying her home without ruining her personal life? Then, Kamala's Avengers dream is wrecked when Civil War leaves her torn
between her idol, Captain Marvel, and her mentor, Iron Man. Whose side will the new generation of heroes - Ms. Marvel, Spider-Man and Nova - be on? COLLECTING: MS.
MARVEL (2015) 1-12
Chris Claremont weaves complex plots and compelling characterization in our second Ms. Marvel Masterworks, concluding Carol Danvers' original adventures! The highlights are
many: Ms. Marvel meets the Avengers for the very first time! Mystique makes her first appearance! A battle with Ronan the Accuser brings Ms. Marvel and Captain Marvel
together, and leads to an all-new look for our heroine! COLLECTING: MS. MARVEL (1977) #15-23; MARVEL SUPER-HEROES (1990) #10-11; AVENGERS (1963) #200,
AVENGERS ANNUAL (1967) #10 AND MATERIAL FROM AVENGERS (1963) #197-199 AND MARVEL FANFARE (1982) #24.
Collects Ms. Marvel (2006) #35-50, Ms. Marvel Special: Storyteller And Siege: Spider-Man. When a mass suicide by a branch of the Church of Hala claims the lives of 20
families, Carol Danvers investigates the tragedy performed in the name of Mar-Vell - putting her directly in the path of his would-be Captain Marvel replacement, Noh-Varr!
Speaking of replacements, Norman Osborn's Dark Reign calls for a new Ms. Marvel: the villainous Moonstone, Karla Sofen! As Karla forcefully takes the mantle, she has to deal
with Deadpool - and the New Avengers coming at her full force! But as a War of the Marvels begins, can Carol reclaim her good name - and her life?! Plus, the Storyteller returns!
Carol goes on a date with Spider-Man? And a series-ending showdown against one of her oldest and most vicious foes - Mystique!
Captain Marvel and the Avengers face the enemy within! When vicious echoes from the past of Earth's Mightiest Heroes crop up all over Manhattan, Carol Danvers refuses to be
grounded by her recent and mysterious loss of power. But who is the sinister figure behind the madness, and what does it have to do with Carol's calamitous condition? And the
most disturbing question of all...is this villain even real? Things get worse as the events of Infi nity unfold. Carol goes cosmic - Binary cosmic - in an epic that rocks worlds, not
least hers! But when she comes back to Earth with a bump, will her biggest fan be the key to rebuilding her life? You just can't keep a good Captain down! COLLECTING:
Captain Marvel (2012) 13-17, Avengers: The Enemy Within 1, Avengers Assemble 16-19, Avenging Spider-Man 9-10
Collecting Ms. Marvel (1977) #1-14, Marvel Team-Up (1972) #61-62 And Defenders (1972) #57. Before she was Captain Marvel, she was Ms. Marvel! NASA Security Chief Carol
Danvers’ life had long been intertwined with the alien Kree and their Earthbound soldier Mar-Vell, and soon she gained incredible powers of her own — and a colorful persona to
go with it! Now, as editor of Woman magazine, Danvers must contend with Marvel’s biggest blowhard, J. Jonah Jameson, while coming to terms with her brand-new life as a
super hero! As Ms. Marvel, Carol faces down threats including the Scorpion, the Doomsday Man, Grotesk and M.O.D.O.K. — but her deadliest foe of all may be the dynamic
Deathbird! Plus: Ms. Marvel fights alongside Spider-Man in battle with the Super-Skrull! And will she join the dynamic Defenders? Relive the early days of your favorite hero!
Collects Captain Marvel #1-6.
From the moment Kamala put on her costume, she's been challenged. But nothing has prepared her for this: the last days of the Marvel Universe. It's a very special guest
appearance that fans have been clamoring for: Carol "Captain Marvel" Danvers and Kamala "Ms. Marvel" Khan face the end of the world side-by-side! Between teaming up with
her personal hero to rescue her brother and trying to keep her city from falling into an all-out frenzy, Kamala has barely had time to come to terms with the fact that the world is
literally collapsing around her. But the truth will catch up to her, and soon. When the world is about to end, do you still keep fighting? Kamala knows the answer. Let's do this,
Jersey City. Also collects Amazing Spider-Man #7-8 (A stories).
Collects The Mighty Captain Marvel (2016) #5-9. As SECRET EMPIRE begins, Captain Marvel faces the Chitauri! The savage alien fleet has nearly reached Earth space, and it’s up to Carol
Danvers to stop it. But taking on an entire armada is a tall order even for our mighty hero and the crew of the Alpha Flight Space Station. Can Carol find a way to inspire her ranks — including
her battalion of young cadets — to rise to the challenge? As Alpha Flight puts its plan into action, an enemy from Carol’s past rears its head, threatening to ruin everything! Stretched thin
battling a horde of Chitauri, keeping Alpha Flight afloat and fighting off a raging monster inside her, will Captain Marvel ever get a little time to unwind? Not when Earth’s fate rests in the hands
of a few cadets.
Face front, true believers! The Captain has made her return and oh, how mighty it is. It's a bold new frontier for Carol Danvers as she soars to new heights in her greatest mission yet-leader of
the all-new Alpha Flight space program. Yup, Alpha Flight. As earth's first line of defense, Carol and her team aim to protect the planet from extraterrestrial threats. But can Carol be a soldier
and a diplomat? Especially when an unknown enemy emerges that Carol can't quite punch. The superstar team behind Marvel's Agent Carter television series, Tara Butters and Michele
Fazekas, make their comics debut alongside the awesomely-talented Kris Anka. COLLECTING: CAPTAIN MARVEL #1-5.
"Carol Danvers flies higher, further, faster than anyone in the Marvel-verse - and these are the stories that prove it"--Back cover.
Carol's bombastic adventure through space with her pet cat, Chewie, continues! But when they have an unexpected alien visitor, Carol learns that something Rocket Raccoon said to her was
right: there's more to Chewie than meets the eye! Chewie is a Mom...to hundreds! Where was she hiding all those Flerken eggs, and is this the end for Carol and her pet? Marcio Takara, the
incomparable artist on Incorruptible, joins the Carol Corps - as the newest Captain Marvel learns that in space, no one can hear you MEOWWWHISSSS! COLLECTING: CAPTAIN MARVEL
7-12
Collects The Mighty Captan Marvel (2016) #0-4. Behold the mightiest, fightiest super hero there is! Captain Marvel returns to her helm as Alpha Flight commander with the world cheering her
on. She's the biggest hero in the world - but has Captain Marvel become someone Carol Danvers no longer recognizes?
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As Captain Marvel, Carol Danvers has spent months in space protecting Earth from alien threats big and small, but now it's time for Earth's mightiest hero to come home. New York City has
never looked so good. But every re-entry comes with the unexpected, and Carol is about to hit a whole lot of unexpected. It's a fresh start and a star-studded welcome home for a hero who's
been punching the glass ceiling since the 1970s and just in time for the first female-led film from Marvel Studios! The next 50 years of Captain Marvel starts here!
Before she became Captain Marvel, NASA Security Chief Carol Danvers' life had been intertwined with the alien Kree's interventions on Earth. When her genetic structure melded with that of
the Kree, Danvers was imbued with new powers and an all-new Marvel hero was born! Famous X-Men writer Chris Claremont weaves complex plots and compelling characterization in the
iconic original adventures of Ms. Marvel. The highlights are many: Ms. Marvel meets the Avengers for the very fi rst time. Mystique makes her first appearance. A battle with Ronan the
Accuser. Encounters with the Guardians of the Galaxy and Sabretooth. The story reaches its epic conclusion in a Marvel milestone including the X-Men and the Avengers! COLLECTING: MS.
MARVEL (1977) 1-23; MARVEL TEAM-UP (1972) 61-62, 76-77; DEFENDERS (1972) 57; MARVEL TWO-IN-ONE (1974) 51; AVENGERS (1963) 200, AVENGERS ANNUAL (1967) 10;
MATERIAL FROM AVENGERS (1963) 197-199, MARVEL SUPER-HEROES (1990) 10-11, MARVEL FANFARE (1982) 24
THE HORROR SMASH HIT LIVES AGAIN! When Galactus' corpse appears at the edge of Earth's solar system, the Avengers, X-Men and Fantastic Four investigate. Too late, they discover
that Galactus' body is now the vessel of an interstellar terror, which one by one transforms Earth's Mightiest Heroes into the universe's most terrifying predators! As our heroes try to escape
the super powered, cannibalistic aberrations that were once their friends and family, will any survive? And even if they do, can they hope to protect Earth from the infestation that has already
claimed half of the known universe? COLLECTING: MARVEL ZOMBIES: RESURRECTION (2019) 1, MARVEL ZOMBIES: TBD (2020) 1-4
Collects Captain Marvel (2017) #125-129. As Captain Marvel, Carol Danvers has traveled to almost every inch of the planet — and beyond! Now she’s heading somewhere uncharted! Join Carol on her new
cosmic journey through a realm where up is down...and good is evil! As Carol chases down the the truth about her Kree friend Bean, she’ll come face to face with the darkest being in this or any galaxy. You’d
think a familiar face would be comforting, but this Peter Quill doesn’t seem to be in a friendly mood. It’s Carol vs. Peter, and the prize is — the Reality Stone! But will the unmatched power of this unearthed
artifact be enough to pull Carol back to reality, or is this merely the first step in a much larger quest?
Collects Captain Marvel (2016) #6-10. Old friends face off as bitter enemies in an event that will change Captain Marvel's life forever! As a new Civil War erupts, Carol Danvers finds herself at the very
forefront of the conflict. But when tragedy hits too close to home, how far will she go to fight for what she believes in? As the rift with Iron Man grows ever deeper, Carol and the Alpha Flight recruit more to
their cause: changing the future to protect the present. As wins mount up on Carol's side, she knows her mission is the right one - the only trouble is, not everyone agrees. Carol Danvers truly is one of Earth's
Mightiest Heroes, and this is the story that proves it. It's Captain Marvel at her finest, in the fight of her life!
Collects Captain Marvel #1-6. The "Mightiest" of Earth's Mightiest Heroes is back! Ace pilot. Legendary Avenger. One hundred percent pure bad-^&*. Carol Danvers has a new name, a new mission - and all
the power she needs to make her own life a living hell. As the new Captain Marvel, Carol is forging from a challenge from her past! It's a firefight in the sky as the Banshee Squadron debut - but who are the
Prowlers, and where has Carol seen them before? And how does secret NASA training program Mercury 13 fit in? Witness Captain Marvel in blazing battlefield action that just may change the course of
history! Avengers Time Travel Protocols: engage!
Carol Danvers was just a girl from the Boston suburbs until a chance encounter with a Kree hero gave her incredible super-powers. Now, she's a leader in the Avengers and the commander of Alpha Flight.
But what if there were more to the story? When crippling anxiety attacks put her on the side lines in the middle of a fight, Carol finds herself reliving memories of a life she thought was far behind her. You
can't outrun where you're from - and sometimes, you have to go home again. But there are skeletons in Captain Marvel's closet - and what she discovers will change her world.
Collects Captain Marvel #7-12. Marvel NOW! Captain Marvel goes head to head with...Captain Marvel? Former Captain Monica Rambeau returns, but what's her problem with Earth's new Mightiest Hero?
What threat is lurking below the ocean's surface? And can both Captain Marvels stop it before they get ship wrecked? Then: Carol finally returns home, but is changed. What is weakening Captain Marvel's
powers? How will the lifelong high-flyer react when she discovers that she can no longer fly?
Collects Avengers Annual (1967) #10; Uncanny X-Men (1981) #158, 171, 269; Ms. Marvel (2006) #9-10; X-Men Legacy (2008) #269-270; Captain Marvel (2019) #4-5; material from Marvel Super-Heroes
(1990) #11. One of the mightiest Avengers vs. one of the most steadfast X-Men! Rogue used to be a villain, and she and Captain Marvel once clashed in a battle that left both women changed forever! On
behalf of the Brotherhood, Rogue ambushed Carol — and permanently absorbed her memories and powers! As Rogue battled the Avengers, Carol struggled to rebuild her life. Tormented by Carol’s
memories, Rogue eventually reformed. The two powerhouses have crossed paths time and again since then, both as enemies and reluctant allies. But can Captain Marvel and Rogue ever find a way to bury
the hatchet — other than in each other’s heads?
Captain Marvel takes on the Avengers - to the death! Carol Danvers has fought off alien hordes. Rescued the X-Men. Punched Thanos in the face. Literally saved the world! But now, Captain Marvel faces
her greatest challenge ever: to kill Earth's Mightiest Heroes - her fellow Avengers! But why? What strange allegiance is driving Captain Marvel to the darkest edge? What does this mean for Carol...and for the
world? With one Avenger down and five to go, who will be next to face their fate at Captain Marvel's deadly hands? Will Carol Danvers become...the last Avenger? Kelly Thompson teams with Eisnernominated artist Lee Garbett for a bold new direction - and life on Earth will never be the same! COLLECTING: CAPTAIN MARVEL 12-16
Carol's bombastic adventure through space with her pet cat, Chewie, continues! But when they have an unexpected alien visitor, Carol learns that something Rocket Raccoon said to her was right; there's
more to Chewie than meets the eye! Chewie is a Mom to hundreds! Where was she hiding all those Flerken eggs, and is this the end for Carol and her pet? Marcio Takara, the incomparable artist on
Incorruptible, joins the Carol Corps, as the newest Captain Marvel learns that in space, no one can hear you meow! Collects Captain Marvel (2014) #7-12.

COLLECTING: CAPTAIN MARVEL (2012) #1-12. Carol Danvers has a new codename and is determined to prove herself the best of the best! She's forging a new future for
herself as Captain Marvel, but finds that she still can't walk away from a challenge from her past! It's a firefight in the sky as the Banshee Squadron debut - but who are the
Prowlers, and where has Carol seen them before? Witness her in blazing battlefield action that just may change the course of history! Then, the Avengers' new Captain Marvel
meets their old one - Monica Rambeau! But what's Monica's problem? Can they resolve it before a threat from the ocean depths attacks?
COLLECTING: Captain Marvel (2012) 13-17, Avengers: The Enemy Within 1, Avengers Assemble 16-19, Avenging Spider-Man 9-10. Captain Marvel and the Avengers face the
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enemy within! When vicious echoes from the past of Earth's Mightiest Heroes crop up all over Manhattan, Carol Danvers refuses to be grounded by her recent and mysterious
loss of power. But who is the sinister figure behind the madness, and what does it have to do with Carol's calamitous condition? And the most disturbing question of all...is this
villain even real? Things get worse as the events of Infi nity unfold. Carol goes cosmic - Binary cosmic - in an epic that rocks worlds, not least hers! But when she comes back to
Earth with a bump, will her biggest fan be the key to rebuilding her life? You just can't keep a good Captain down!
The questions that have been plaguing Captain America's dreams and memories are answered in a most brutal way. And, General Lukin makes his first all-out assault.
Kamala Khan may not be allowed to go to the school Valentine's Day dance, but Ms. Marvel will crash it - in an attempt to capture Asgard's most annoying trickster, Loki! And
when a mysterious, and really cute, stranger arrives in Jersey City, Ms. Marvel must deal with...a crush! Then, it's the moment you demanded, as Ms. Marvel meets her idol:
Carol Danvers and Kamala Khan battle side by side! The Marvel Universe's last days have arrived, but Ms. Marvel has no time for silly things like armageddon - she's got to
rescue her brother and keep her city from falling into chaos. COLLECTING: Ms. Marvel 12-19, S.H.I.E.L.D. 2, Amazing Spider-Man 7-8 (A stories)
The "Mightiest" of Earth's Mightiest Heroes is back! Ace pilot. Legendary Avenger. One hundred percent pure bad-^&*. Carol Danvers has a new name, a new mission - and all
the power she needs to make her own life a living hell. As the new Captain Marvel, Carol is forging from a challenge from her past! It's a firefight in the sky as the Banshee
Squadron debut - but who are the Prowlers, and where has Carol seen them before? And how does secret NASA training program Mercury 13 fit in? Witness Captain Marvel in
blazing battlefield action that just may change the course of history! Avengers Time Travel Protocols: engage! COLLECTING: Captain Marvel 1-6
Collects Ms. Marvel #1-5, All-New Marvel Now! Point One (Ms. Marvel story).
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